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Parts list:

INSTRUCTIONS 4 SLIMMATE II DRUM WASH STATION
PN23299 - Kit- McGyver 4 Sta Sink EUR

Introduction
Mobile satellite toilets and accessories must be assembled according to specified assembly 

procedures. Deviations during assembly may affect the product life and warranty.

TOOLS:

● Cordless screwdriver ●30mm Hole Saw ●5mm Drill ● Rivet gun ●Marker

1) Remove the basin and the drain hose. Drill a 5mm hole 

in the back wall of the Slimmate II tank, aligned 9cm from 

the existing hole.

9cm

# PN Description Quantity per drum with 4 Slimmate II

1 8005-602 Trash Can: BLK for Family Unit 1

2 8150-605 Towel Dispenser: Gray 2

3 PN34037 Dispenser- Bulk Refill 2

4 20621 Slimmate II DGRY 4

5 30459 Container- 55 Gal Op/Hd 1

6 11024 Rivet- #610 Aap 8

7 11315 Washer- 3/16 Rivet Stnls 16

8 11361 Washer- 3/16 Id Fender 8

9 14427 Rivet- 3/16 Trifix Alum Lf 18

2) Place the Slimmate II tank with the back against 

the #5 drum. Transfer the two 5mm holes and the 

30mm hole for the drain hose with the marker to 

the barrel.
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3) Drill the 5mm holes with the 5mm drill through 

the barrel.

5) Insert from inside, through the two 5mm holes 

once each #6 rivet with #7 washer and #8 washer 

through the barrel and #4 Slimmate II tank.

6) Put a washer over the rivet in #4 Slimmate II 

Tank #7 and rivet it. Then insert the drain hose 

into the drum and put the basin back on the 

Slimmate II tank. Repeat this on all four sides of 

the barrel.

4) Drill the 30mm hole with the 30mm hole saw 

through the barrel.
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7) Order them on the barrel as shown in the 

picture below.

8) Align the #2 towel holder with #1 trash can.

10) Align the #3 Dispenser on the #1 trash can.9) Transfer the holes from the back of the #2 towel 

holder to #1 trash can and drill them with the 5mm 

drill bit. Then rivet them with #9 rivet. Repeat this 

on the opposite side of the #1 trash can.
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11) Transfer the drill holes from the back of 

the #3 Dispenser to #1 trash can and drill 

them as well with the 5mm drill bit. Then rivet 

them with #9 rivet. Repeat this on the 

opposite side of the #1 trash can.

12) Place the #1 waste bin with the mounted 2x #3 Dispenser 

and 2x #2 towel holders on the #5 drum and align it.

13) Drill 4x 5mm holes from the top through 

#1 waste bin through the lid of the barrel.

14) Rivet the trash can from below with 4x #9 

rivets.
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15) Put the lid of the barrel back on, fix it with 

the clamping ring.


